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303.4 SOCIAL CHANGE
1

Newell, Peter
Globalization and the environment: capitalism, ecology
and power / Peter Newell.-- Cambridge: Polity Press, 2012
194p.
ISBN : 9780745647234.
303.482 NEW12
104328
The book makes sense of the relationship between
globalisation and the environment using a range of
theoretical tools from different disciplines. This helps
to place the debate about the compatibility between
globalisation and sustainability in an explicitly
political and historical context in which it is possible
to appreciate the ‘nature’ of interests and power
relations that privilege some ways of responding to
environmental problems over others in a context of
globalisation.
** Globalization - Environmental aspects; Human ecology;
Nature - Effects of human beings on; Human beings Effect of environment on; Sustainable development
304 FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

1

2

Citizenship, belonging and international relations in
African migration / edited by: Claudine AttiasDonfut....[et. al].-- London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012.
205p.
ISBN : 9870230252745.
304.8096 DON12
104519
This book is an exciting addition to the migration
studies literature, present search conducted in
Britain, France and South Africa which explores the
migration experiences of African families across two
generations. Global processes of African migration
are examined through a comparative approach that employs
an intergenerational lens to uncover the ways in which
familial relations, citizenship and belonging are shaped
post-migration. This comparative approach explores the
commonalities of African migration as well as the
differential impacts as a result of particular sociocultural contexts and national migration regimes. The
book enables readers to learn about the lived experiences
of African migrants in areas such as citizenship,
belonging, intergenerational transmission, work,
education, social mobility and discrimination.
** Africa - Migration, internal; Africa - Citizenship;
Africa - Intergenerational relations; Africa - Emigration
and immigration.
327 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

3

EU and Africa: from Eurafrique to Afro-Europa / edited by
Adekeye Adebajo and Kaye Whiteman.-- London: Hurst and
Company, 2012. 531p.
ISBN : 9781849041713.
327.4096 ADE12
104340
This book offers a holistic and comprehensive assessment
of the European Union's (EU) relations with Africa
focusing on their historical, political, socio-economic,
and cultural dimensions. The volume closely analyses the
key European players in Africa France, Britain, Portugal,
and the Nordics within the context of the EU. Finally, it
examines Europe's controversial immigration policies and
complex relations with the Maghreb and Mediterranean, as
well as perceptions of past and current European
identity. The study concludes that Africa and Europe
still appear not to have escaped fully the burdens of
history, and examines the feasibility of elaborating and
practising, in future, an 'Afro-Europa': a new
relationship defined by genuine equality, partnership,
and mutual self-interest between both continents-and one
that finally sheds the baggage of the 'Eurafrique' past.
** European Union countries - Foreign relations - Africa;
Africa - Foreign relations - European Union countries;
Africa - Emigration and immigration; Europe - Emigration
and immigration - Government policy; EU

4

Jha, Pankaj K.
India and China in Southeast Asia: competition or
cooperation? / Pankaj K. Jha.-- New Delhi: Manas
Publications, 2013. 342p.
ISBN : 9788170494539.
327.54059 JHA13
104809

2

With structural policy inertia and bureaucratic delays in
defence procurement and military modernisation, India has
been facing the absence of tangible deterrence against
China. Indian policy-makers are wary of China while at
the same time acknowledge the fact that alliance or even
long term strategic tango with US has enormous
international costs. To avoid this quagmire situation,
the book addresses the debate about the intense
competition and occasional cooperation between India and
China with a focus on Southeast Asian region.
** India - Foreign relations - China; China - Foreign
relations - Southeast Asia; China - Military
5

Chauhan, Kirti Singh
Foreign policy of Bangladesh / Kirti Singh Chauhan.-- New
Delhi: Kaveri Books, 2012. 300p.
ISBN : 9788174791290.
327.95492 CHA12
103997
Foreign policy is an instrument to promote and protect a
country's national interest in the arena of international
order. Foreign policy provides a general framework of a
country's relations with various other states and nonstate actors. The strength or weaknesses of a country arc
reflected in its foreign policy formulations and
operationalization. Therefore, foreign policy of a
country is also a reflection of its status and power. In
this regard foreign policy is closely related to domestic
policy. In the context of the developing countries
foreign policy implementation is a complex phenomenon as
these countries are faced with numerous political and
economic strains, pulls and pressures.
** Bangladesh - Foreign policy; Bangladesh - Foreign
relations

337.1 ECONOMIC COOPERATION
6

Regional integration and economic development in South Asia
/ edited by Sultan Hafeez Rahman... [et. al].-Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2012. 399p.
ISBN : 9781781003275.
337.10954 RAH12
104616
The book explores civil society's role in regional and
economic integration in South Asian industries, trade and
services, and the importance of regional public goods
such as food security for future integration efforts. It
concludes that there are a few successes on which future
cooperation and integration in South Asia can be built
and where engagement with civil society could be
productive, and that these success stories are sector
specific - for instance, in industry and trade sectors
where cross-border activities have been established
within the framework of a South Asia Free Trade Agreement
(SAFTA). However, a greater number of success stories are
required at the sector level to serve as building blocks
for further regional cooperation and integration.
** South Asia - Economic development; South Asia Regional economics; International economic integration;
South Asia - Economic integration

3

7

Sakhuja, Vijay
Reinvigorating IOR-ARC / Vijay Sakhuja.-- New Delhi:
Pentagon Press, 2012. 174p.
ISBN : 978-81827459.
337.11824 SAK12
104023
The extended Indian Ocean space from the shores of Africa
to Australia, arguably, holds the potential to define the
contours of the emerging global goe-strategic and
economic architecture: it is rich in energy and other
resources; includes flashpoints involving extra-regional
powers; is host to a few of the fastest growing economies
and emerging powr centres; and some of the crucial sea
lanes pass through this space. At the same time, it is
increasingly an area of rivalries, trans-national crime,
non-traditional threats to security, tensions and
disputes, highlighting the need for strategic and
economic cooperation, particularly amongst the littoral
and hinterland countries.
** Indian Ocean Rim (Association) - Congresses;
Globalization - Economic aspects - Congresses;
Regionalism - Congresses; International economic
integration - Congresses
338.9 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH,ECO.PLANNING

8

China, India and the end of development models / edited by
Xiaoming Huang, Alex C. Tan and Sekhar Bandyopadhy.-London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012. 294p.
ISBN : 9780230301580.
338.954 HUA12
104154
The authors ask the question whether the impressive
economic growth and development of China and India
constitute a unique model of modern economic development,
in light of new models associated with the rise and
flourishing of the modern economy in Europe, North
America and East Asia. They place China and India in the
context of the global rise and expansion of the modern
economy and bring together competing models and
frameworks on these two similar, yet contrasting,
development experiences. The book argues that
'development models' can be descriptive, explanatory and
prescriptive. In the cases of China and India, there is a
clear pattern of historical emergence of the new economic
system in the two countries.
** India - Economic development; China - Economic
development; China - Economic conditions; India Economic conditions
355.033 MILITARY RELATIONS

9

Bilateral perspectives on regional security: Australia,
Japan and the Asia-Pacific region / edited by William T.
Tow and Rikki Kersten.-- London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012
279p.
ISBN : 9780230279018.
355.03305 TOW12
104408
Intensifying Australia Japan bilateral security relations
reflect an important trend in alliance politics. Smaller

4

and middle power allies are cooperating with each other
more directly on key strategic issues. Five years after
the signing of the Australia Japan Joint Declaration on
Security Cooperation, these two US allies are
collaborating on a wide array of traditional and nontraditional security issues, bilaterally, regionally and
globally. This is an important trend in contemporary
Asian geopolitics as historical power shifts in this
region unfold. The authors assess the key factors
underlying such cooperation and the policy challenges
that could impede it. Australian and Japanese experts
offer critical insights into why their two countries
traditionally the two key 'spokes' in the US bilateral
alliance network spanning Asia are moving towards a
distinct security relationship.
** Security, International; Australia - Security,
International; Japan - Security, International; Asia Security, International; Pacific Area - security,
International
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